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Longest Expected processing time (LEPT) policy is a machine loading rule where 
out of all the jobs waiting to be processed by a machine, with their processing times 
following given probability distributions, the one with the largest expected proces- 
sing time is chosen first. Using a method based on Markov process and dynamic 
programming, we show that a LEPT policy will minimize the expected makespan 
for a two-machine stochastic open shop with Poisson arrival for jobs. Processing 
time of any job at any machine is exponential. We assume that all jobs are identical 
but the two machines are not. t) 1988 Academic press. IX 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An open shop type manufacturing system consists of machines and jobs. 
The machines are used to process jobs according to orders placed by 
customers. All these jobs need not require the machines in the same order, 
though each job has to be processed by all the machines in the shop. The 
shop may deal with a fixed set of jobs or with new jobs which arrive 
according to a certain arrival pattern. Single jobs or groups of jobs may 
arrive at the shop in known intervals indicating deterministic nature of the 
arrival pattern. On the other hand, jobs may arrive with interarrival times 
following certain probability distribution and that makes the system 
stochastic. Similarly, the processing times of the jobs at the machines may 
be deterministic when those times are known and fixed, or, stochastic when 
the same follow some probability distribution. The open shop will be called 
a stochastic open shop if the interarrival times and/or processing times are 
stochastic in nature. 
The performance of such open shops can be studied under various 
assumptions. Over the years, many authors have presented models dealing 
with different aspects of open shop scheduling. Deterministic models have 
been discussed by quite a few researchers [I, 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, 141. Pinedo, 
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on his own [17, 181, and with Schrage [15], has discussed models for 
stochastic open shops. Many authors [4, 6, 7, 131 have analyzed the effects 
of preemptive scheduling in open shops. The problems of complexities in 
different approaches have been analyzed in many of these publications 
[3, 6, 12, 191. Very good survey papers on open shop scheduling can be 
found in various proceedings and books [9, 12, 151. 
This paper presents a model for scheduling in a two-machine stochastic 
open shop where premption is allowed. Preemption is an action where a 
job that is currently being processed can be replaced by another job on 
that machine using a given rule and the job thus removed joins a queue of 
jobs waiting to be processed. The model here, based on the principles of 
dynamic programming, uses expected makespan to measure the perfor- 
mance of the shop. For an open shop there can be a situation when the 
system is empty, i.e., there is not a single job in the shop either being 
processed or waiting to be processed. Time elapsed between two con- 
secutive empty states is defined as the makespan. 
Problems in scheduling of open shops with two machines have been 
discussed by various authors [I, 3, 4, 8, 10, 11, 13-15, 191. In the two- 
machine stochastic open shop with n jobs, Pinedo and Ross [16] showed 
that the optimal policy to minimize the expected makespan is to always 
process the job with the longest expected processing time first (LEPT) 
under the following conditions: (I) all n jobs are identical, (2) the two 
machines may not be identical, and (3) processing times are exponential. In 
this paper, we will consider the above model, but with the following 
generalization: (4) jobs arrive according to some Poisson process and 
(5) preemption is allowed. The main result in this paper is to show that a 
LEPT policy will minimize the expected makespan in the more generalized 
case as defined above. Our approach is similar to that of Van der Heyden 
[21]. The model in this paper could also be viewed as a queuing model, 
and the objective of minimizing the expected makespan is the same as 
minimizing expected length of busy period. It should also be noted that 
Pinedo and Ross in the same paper dealt with non identical jobs and 
identical machines. 
We will let l/r, and l/r, be the expected processing times for machines 1 
and 2, respectively, and let r be the arrival rate for the Poisson distribution 
with r < min( rI , r2). 
2. MAIN RESULT 
We will first set up the problem as a continuous time Markov decision 
process. Let S be the state space of the system 
s= {(n, n,, n,vc n,, and rz2 are non-negative integers). 
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Here n represents the number of jobs that have not completed processing 
on any machine, while n, and n, represent he number of jobs that have 
completed processing on machines 2 and 1 respectively. There are four 
actions in the action space A = (u,, a*, ax, a4}. The action a, is that of 
processing two jobs which have not yet completed processing on either 
machine, a2 (or ax) is the action of processing on machine 1 (or 
machine 2) a job which has not yet completed processing on either 
machine and of processing on machine 2 (or machine 1) a second job that 
has completed processing on machine 1 (or machine 2). The last, ad, is an 
action of processing either only one job that has completed processing on 
one machine, or two jobs, both of which have already completed proces- 
sing on one machine, but not the same machine. We describe the four 
actions in detail as follows: Let R= r+ r, + rz and s= (n, n,, nz) be the 
present state. 
Action Next state Probability 
(n-Ln,,n,+l) r,iR 
0, (n- 1, nI + 1, n2) T?lR 
(n+ l,n,,nz) rlR 
i 
(n-Ln,,n,+l) r,lR 
a2 (n,n,,n2-l) r2lR 
(n+l,n,,n,) rlR 
I 
(4 *, - 1, n,) r,lR 
03 (n-l,n,+l,n,) rJR 
(n+l,n,,n,) rlR 
( (n, n, - 1, n2) or (n, n,, n,) if n, = 0 r,lR 
4 
I 
(n,n,,n,-1)or (n,n,,n2)ifn2=0 r21R 
(n + 1, nI, 4) rlR 
The time until the next transition is an exponential random variable with 
expectation equal to l/R. 
The action space for each state s = (n, n, , n2) is defined below: 
Forn>l 
{a,, a2, a3, a41 if n,,n,>O 
A,= 
Ia,, a21 if n,>O,n,=O 
ia,, a3) if n,=O,n,>O 
hl if n,=O,n,=O 
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For n = 1 
! 
b2, a37 4 if n,,n,>O 
A,= b3) if n,>O,n,=O 
G4 if n,=O,n,>O 
For n=O 
Notice here that since we are considering the preemptive case, unforced 
idleness is avoided; that is, if there are jobs waiting for processing on a 
particular machine, the machine will not be kept idle. The definition of 
actions reflects this observation. The cases where the idleness can not be 
avoidedare: (l)n=n,=Oorn=n,=Oand(2)n=l andn,=n,=O.The 
action space shown above for case (1) includes only u4 because of the 
idleness of one of the machines. Case (2) requires special consideration. In 
order for our main result to be valid we will need the following assumption 
for the state (LO, 0). Discussion on this assumption will be given at the 
end of this paper. 
Assumption. At the state (LO, 0), the only job in the system will be 
processed on machine 1, therefore the action at the state (LO, 0) is 
(0, 0, 1) with probability r,/R 
Next state = (1, 0,O) with probability rJR 
c&o, 0) with probability r/R. 
DEFINITION. A LEPT policy is such that: 
(1) For n > 1 process any two jobs that have not yet finished 
processing on any machine. The choice of the two jobs to be selected and 
their assignment o the machines is immaterial since all jobs are identical. 
(2) For n = 1 process the job that has not yet finished processing on 
any machine. 
The policy described above is a LEPT policy since the job that has not 
completed processing on any machine has longer expected total processing 
time than those which have already completed processing on one of the 
machines. 
Let f(n, n,, n2) be the minimum expected makespan at s = (n, n,, n,); 
processing the jobs optimally would imply the following: 
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f(s) =.I’(n, n, 3 n2) 
I c(s, a,,f‘)- I/R[I +J‘(n- 1, n,, n,+ l)r, 
+,f(n - 1, n, + 1, fl2)r2 +f(n + 1, n,, flz)rl 
c(s, a,,f)= l/R[l +f(n- 1, n,, n,+ l)r, 
=Min{ +S(n, n, 9 n, - 1)r?+f(n+4n,,nz)rl 
c(s, a,, f‘) - l/R[ 1 +f(n, n, - 1, nz)r* 
+f(n - 1, n, + 1, fl*)r2 +f(n + 1, n,, n2)rl 
c(s, ~74, f) = l/R[l +fb, YII - 1, nz)r, 
I +f(n,n,,n,-l)Y2+f(n+l,n,,n,)rl 
forn>l,n,>l,n,>l. 
We could find similar equations for the other states as well. In short, we 
have 
f(s) = min c(s, CI, f). 
LIEA, 
Our main result is to show that any LEPT policy defined earlier 
minimizes the equation above for the expected makespan f(s). In order to 
prove it, we construct a function I’,(s) for each stage i by the recursive 
relation 
v, + 1 (s) = ,7iA” 44 4 V;) for i=O, 1,2, . . . . 
s 
Here c(s, a, Vi) is defined similar to c(s, a, f) as given earlier, and we set 
V,(s) = 0 for any s, and V,((O, 0,O)) = 0 for any i. As in Van der Heyden 
[2], I’,(S) can be shown to converge to j”(s), for all s, when i tends to 
infinity. 
The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for the LEPT policy to 
be optimal, whose proof can be found in Strauch [20]. 
LEMMA. If the LEPT policy is optimal at stage i for all i, then it 
minimizes the expected makespan. 
Hence it remains to be shown that the LEPT policy is optimal at stage i
for all i. We will prove this inductively. To do this we need to establish two 
other statements (A), and (B)i, which will also be proved inductively. 
(A)i: Vi(n,n,,n,)~Vi(n+l,n,-l,n,-l)forn~Oandn,,n,>O. 
(B)i: Vi(n- 1, ni, n,+ lb-, + Vi(nV nl, n, - l)r, = V,(n, n, - 1, 
n2)r, + V,(n- 1, n, + 1, rz2)r2 for n, n,, n, >O. 
(C)[: LEPT policy is otimal at stage i + 1. 
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(A)i, (B)i, and (C)i are obvious for i=O, 1. We now assume that (A)i, 
(B)i, and (C)i hold, and we will show that (A)i+ r, (B)i+ ,, and (C)i+ r also 
hold. 
(Ali+ 1 
For n = 0. By (C)i, we have 
Vi+l(l,nl- l,n2--1)=C((l,nl- 1,n2-l),a2, Vi) 
= C((l, nl- 1, n2 - 11, a3, vi) for n,>l,n,>l, 
which means 
Vi+I(l,n,- l,n,- l)= l/R[l+ Vi(O,nl-l,n,)r,+ Vi(l,n,- l,n,-2)r, 
+ Vi(2,II,-l,n2-l)r] 
=l/R[l+Vi(l,n,-2,n,-l)r,+V,(O,n,,n,-l)r, 
V,(2,n,-l,n,-l)r] for n,> l,n,> 1. 
By the definition of the state space and the inductive assumption, we have 
~~+,(l,0,n2-l)=c((l,0,n2-1),u2, vi) for n,>l 
vi+ 1(L nl - LO)= ~((4 nl - 601, a3, Vi) for n,>l 
and by the assumption for the state (1, 0, 0), 
vi+,(l,O,O)= l/R[l + Vi(O,O, l)rl+ Vi(l,O,O)r,+ VJl, O,O)r]. 
By the definition of the state space again, we have 
~i+1(0,nl,n2)=c((0,n,,n2),U4, V;) 
= l/R[l + V,(O, n, - 1, nz)rI + Vi(O, n,, n2-- l)r, 
+ i/,(l, no, n2)rl. 
Now by (A)i, it can be easily checked that 
1/i+,(O,n,,n,)~~i+,(l,n,-l,n2-l) for n, > 1, n2> 1. 
For n = 1. (C)i implies 
vi+i(l, nlv nz)=c((L nl, n2), a2, vi) 
= c((L n,, n,), u3, Vi) 
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and 
V,+,(2,n,-1,n,-1)=c((2,n,-1,n,-1),a,, Vi). 
By (A)i, it is easy to show that 
~,+*(l,~,,~,)d~;+,(2,~,-1,n,-l). 




Now by (A)i, it can be shown that 
For n= 1. By (C)i, we have 
Vj+,(0,n,,n2+l)r,+l/i+,(l,n,,n2-l)r2 
=C((07%,n2+1),a4, Vi)ri+C((l,n,,n,-l),a,, V,)r, 




v,+ ,(I, nl - 1, n2)rl + vi+ I(& no + 1, n2)r2 
=C((l, no - 1, n2), Q2, V,)r, +C((O, n, + 1, n2), Q4, vi)‘2 
= l/R[l + Vi(O, n, - 1, n2 + l)r, + Vi(l, n, - 1, n, - l)r, 
+ V,(2, n, - 1, n2)r]rl + l/R[l + V,(O, n,, nr)rl 
+ Vi(O, nl + 1, n2 - l)r, + V,(l, n, + 1, n2)r]r2. 
Since (B), implies 
II~j(l,~l,n2+I)r,+V,(2,nl,n2-l)r21r 
= CvGL n, - 1, n,)r, + vi(l, nl + I, n,)r,lr, 
it follows easily that (B);, 1 holds for n = 1. 
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For n = 2. By (C)i, we have 
Vi+l(19nl~n2+l)rl+ Vi+1C4n,,n2--l)r2 
=C((lTni,n2+lh%, Vi)r1+C((2,nl,n2-1),Ul, Vi)rz 
and 
vi+ I(& ni - 1, n2bl + vi+ ,(I, ni + 1, n2)r2 
=C((L nl - 1, n2), UI, V,)r, + C((l, nl + 1, n2), 4, vi)r2. 
Now by (B);, we have 
and 
Cv@, nl, n2+2)rl + Vi(l, al, n2)r21rl 
== [Vj(l, n, - 1, n,+ l)r, + Vi(O, n, + 1, n,+ l)r,]r, 
[Vi(2,nl,n2+l)r,+V,(3,n,,n2-l)r2]r 
= [ vj(3y n, - 1, n2)r1 + vi(2, n, + 1, n2)r2]r. I 
It follows that (B)i+ , holds for n = 2. 
For n > 2. By (C)i, we have 
and 
Vi+ ,(n, n, - 1, n2)rl + Vi+ ,(n - 1, nl+ 1, n2)r2 
= c(h n, - 1, n2), al, Vi)rl+ c((n- 1, n, + 1, n2), a~, Yi)rz. 




also from (B), 
[Vi(n,nl,n2+l)rl+Yi(n+1,nl,n,-l)r,Jr 
= [Vi(n + 1, n, - 1, n2)rl + Vi(n, n, + 1, nz)r21r. 
These imply that (B)i+ , holds for n > 2. 
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(CL+ I 
For n= 1. By (A)i+, and (B),,,, we have 
c((13n,7n*),~,, ~ +,)=C((l,n,,n,),u,, Vr+,) 
dc(u,n,,n,),a,, Vi,,) if n,>O and n,>O. 
Hence by the definition of Vi+ 2, 
~i,Z(L 111, %)=c((L n,, n,), a,, Vi,,) 
= c((l, n17 n,), a39 VI, 1) if n,>O and n,>O. 
This proves (C)i+ i for n = 1. 
For n > 1. By (A),+, , it follows that 
c((n~n~?n2)?ul~ vi+,)~c((n,n,,n2),ui, vi+l) for j=2,3,4; 
by the definition of Vi+ 2, 
Hence (C)i+, also holds for n > 1. 
We have now completed the proof that the LEPT policy defined above 
minimizes the expected makespan. 
Note. The statement (B), is needed only when we show that the LEPT 
policy is optimal for the states (1, n,, n2) with n, > 0 and n, > 0. 
3. NOTE ON STATE (l,O,O) 
Several issues surround the assumption we made about the state (1, 0,O). 
First we would like to point out that even though we assume that 
machine 1 is used to process the only job whenever the state (LO, 0) 
occurs, it really does not matter which machine is used in that state. It can 
be shown that the same argument used in the previous section can be 
applied to the case of using machine 2 at state (1, 0,O). However, there 
remains a question of which assumption yields the shorter expected 
makespan, or to put it differently, how do we extend the LEPT policy 
defined in Section 2 to include a policy for the state (LO, 0). Obviously 
this is not a problem for the case of identical machines. For the case of 
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non-identical machines, none of the traditional approaches eems to work, 
and the last resort we have taken to resolve this issue is to use simulation. 
At the state (1, 0, 0), there are two actions to choose from: action 1 is to 
assign the single job to machine I and action 2 is to assign the same to 
machine 2. 
In the simulation of the two-processor system two options were incor- 
porated, namely, option 1: where the job at (1, 0,O) was always assigned 
to the slower processer, and option 2: where the job was assigned to the 
faster processer. The mean interarrival time and the mean service time for 
the processers were randomly generated from a uniform distribution with a 
range 10 to 600. These values served as parameters for the exponential dis- 
tributions that were used to randomly generate the interarrival and service 
times for jobs on different processors during the simulation. Different seeds 
were used for the random number generation for the uniform and exponen- 
tial distributions. For each input set of mean interarrival time and the 
mean service times for the processors and for each loading option, the 
system was simulated for 100 makespans and the average makespan was 
computed. A hypothesis was formulated to test the equality of two average 
makespans, one obtained from each option. One hundred and twenty-five 
pairs of these average makespans were tested and the hypohesis that the 
two average makespans are equal could not be rejected even at the 95% 
level of significance (a = 0.95) in any test. The summary of the statistical 
testing is given in Table I. 
Understandably, such a study cannot give any conclusive result for all 
possible situations, but the randomness in the input parameters for 
simulation certainly ensures unbiasedness, and the consistency in the accep- 
tance of null hypothesis, even with a very large a, does force the authors to 
conclude that at state (1, 0, 0), the choice of loading the processers does 
not affect the average makespan significantly. 
It should be noted that some combination of mean interarrival time and 
mean service times where interarrival time was smaller compared to the 
service time could not be used to obtain average makespan because the 
computer time required to go through 100 makespans was prohibitively 




Sample size for 
option 1 in 
each test 
Sample size for 
option 2 in 
each test 
Range obtained for 
test statistic 2 
125 100 100 -0.03 to 0.04 
409X3/2-15 
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